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Abstract This chapter discusses a promising approach for multisensor-based activ-
ity recognition in smart homes. The research originated in the domain of active
and assisted living, particularly in the field of supporting people in mastering their
daily life activities. The chapter proposes (a) a reasoning method based on answer
set programming that uses different types of features for selecting the optimal sen-
sor set, and (b) a fusion approach to combine the beliefs of the selected sensors
using an advanced evidence combination rule of Dempster–Shafer theory. In order
to check the overall performance, this approach was tested with the HBMS dataset
on an embedded platform. The results demonstrated a highly promising accuracy
compared to other approaches.

1 Introduction

Active and assisted living (AAL) [31] aims at helping persons in mastering their
daily life activities [18] by employing intelligent technical means to compensate for
disabilities. One of the major issues of AAL systems is to recognize the behavior of a
person (i.e., what the person is currently doing) robustly in order to be able to provide
optimal support. Activity theory conceptualizes a person’s behavior as activities that
consist of series of simple events such as walking, running, pushing a button, and
grabbing something.

Consequently, activity recognition systems use different types of sensors that
extract low-level features from the environment. For a structured view on that envi-
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ronment, researchers define an aggregation of contexts according to the task context
[22], the personal context, the environmental context, the social context, and the
spatiotemporal context. These contexts have to be analyzed and interpreted in order
to identify the current activity and subsequently the whole activity. For example,
in smart home environments, it is common that different activities may share many
similar sensors, e.g., preparing a meal and preparing a drink activities can share the
same simple events such as entering the kitchen, opening the cupboard, and open-
ing the fridge. Thus, such situations form a kind of uncertainty that can cause bad
decisions.

In this chapter, an uncertainty handling approach that allows better decisions in
such situations and that can be implemented in embedded platforms is presented. It
has been performed within the realm of the Human Behavior Monitoring and Sup-
port1 (HBMS) project [32], that aims at deriving support services from integrated
models of abilities and episodic knowledge that an individual has had or has tem-
porarily forgotten.

The chapter is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives an overview of the state-
of-the-art approaches and their limitations. Section3 covers a wide range of
uncertainty handling approaches. Section4 explains the answer set programming
paradigm. Section5 discusses the overall architecture of our activity recognition
system. Section6 presents the obtained results and the overall performance evalua-
tion. The chapter ends in Sect. 7 with a discussion about uncertainty handling with
respect to the proposed approach. Finally, a conclusion is provided in Sect. 8.

2 Related Work

During the last decade, different approaches to human activity recognition under
uncertainty have been reported. They can be classified into three major categories
alongwith their underlyingmodel types: knowledge-based contextmodels, graphical
models, and syntactic models. Figure1 provides an overview of activity recognition
approaches under uncertainty.

Knowledge-based context models use expressions and rules to describe con-
text properties such as entities, their properties, and the relationship between them.
To recognize complex human activities, for example, the Ontology Web Language
(OWL) [1] and answer set programming (ASP) [2, 3] are used for ontology repre-
sentation and knowledge base (KB) creation, respectively.

Graphical models are used to describe complex activities in a higher-level rep-
resentation, e.g., Bayesian dynamic networks [46], hidden Markov models [49],
Dempster–Shafer [29], conditional random fields (CRFs) [44], and Gaussian mix-
ture models (GMM) [36].

Syntactic models describe real-world events by structuring themwith the use of a
set of production rules, e.g., rough set theory [45] and fuzzy logic [11]. The Ontology

1This work was funded by the Klaus Tschira Stiftung GmbH, Heidelberg.
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Fig. 1 An overview of complex event detection approaches under uncertainty

WebLanguage (OWL2) is still amajor research area [30, 35], and fortunately,OWL2
ontologies are supported by a fuzzy logic-based reasoner to handle uncertainty.

Bayesian inference suffers from difficulty in defining a priori probabilities and
the inability to consider general uncertainty [21]. Hidden Markov models (HMM)
showed promising results in the field of activity recognition, but they do not perform
perfectly, since human behavior is notMarkovian [37]. The fuzzy logic sensor fusion
method provides an effective means to handle requirements of human daily life [17].
However, fuzzy logic sensor fusion defines membership functions and production
rules that are extremely domain- and problem-specific.

To overcome the limitations of the Bayesian inference method, the Dempster–
Shafer method generalizes Bayesian theory to allow for distributing support not only
to a single hypothesis but also to a union of hypotheses [23]. The Dempster–Shafer
and Bayesian methods produce identical results when all the hypotheses are single-
tons (not nested) and mutually exclusive [4]. Additionally, the combination rule of
the classical Dempster–Shafer theory can be implemented to fuse data from sensors,
but it can lead to illogical results in the presence of highly conflicting evidence.

Therefore, we aim at a technique to propose a reasoning approach for activity
recognition under uncertainty that (a) avoids the previous limitations, (b) responds in
real time, (c) runs on embedded platforms, and (d) uses an evidence combination rule
[4] that delivers logical results even in the presence of highly conflicting evidence.

3 Approaches to Uncertainty Handling

There is a variety of approaches for handling uncertainty in activity recognition.
Since we will present a novel approach to this topic subsequently within this chapter,
this section discusses the state of the art within that field.

Bayesian approach: A probabilistic distribution expressing data uncertainty was
the first approach to handling the problem of imperfect data. Later, new techniques
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appeared that dealt with the limitations of probability theory, such as fuzzy set theory
and evidential reasoning. Many event detection approaches require prior knowledge
of the cross covariance of data to performwell.Unfortunately, prior knowledge can be
affected by different sources of noise in the observation environment. The Bayesian
inference network offers the following advantages: it incrementally estimates the
probability of the truth of a hypothesis for new given observations; reasoning can
be incorporated using prior knowledge about the likelihood of a hypothesis being
true; and when empirical datasets are not available, it allows using subjective prob-
ability estimators to estimate the prior of hypotheses. Although Bayesian networks
have these advantages, Bayesian reasoning also has some disadvantages [20] in that
it suffers from the difficulty in finding prior probabilities, from complexities when
there are multiple hypotheses and multiple conditionally dependent events, and from
the inability to account for general uncertainty. Dynamic Bayesian networks [33]
are suitable for the consideration of temporal aspects. They represent state variable
changes over time. Moreover, Kalman filtering [47] is an optimal solution for esti-
mating the moments of a probabilistic distribution that uses a series of measurements
observed over time containing inaccuracies, uncertainties, and noise.

Hidden Markov models: Simple hidden Markov models (HMM) can be used
to model simple events to detect complex events, but they do not support modeling
temporal aspects. They offer the possibility to model temporal granularity, which is
not possible with a simple HMM. Therefore, to solve this problem, layered HMMs
offer this possibility.

Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN) offer more flexibility in representing rela-
tionships between activities and subactivities, but some problems could arise when
the system is detecting complex events that might be solved using tractable varia-
tional algorithms. DBN is a generalization of HMMs and CRFs. It supports modeling
complex relationships between variables over time. However, this can affect the rea-
soning process. Tractable variational algorithms can help to eliminate this effect [7].

Fuzzy logic: Fuzzy set theory deals with vagueness of data, and evidential belief
theory focuses on both uncertain and ambiguous data. However, a disadvantage of
fuzzy logic is that it cannot be themain fusionmethod in a generalizable architectural
solution to design a context-aware computing system. Moreover, fuzzy set member-
ship function assignment and production rules are usually extremely domain- and
problem-specific, making it difficult to implement the method as a general approach.

Dempster–Shafer: Dempster–Shafer theory performs well only under situations
of minimal conflict or irrelevant conflict in which all sources are considered reliable
[39]. Because of such limitations, new approaches have been developed, for exam-
ple, the new version of DSET called the transferable belief model (TBM) [40] and
DezertSmarandache theory (DSmT) [12]. The transferable belief model (TBM) the-
ory extends DSET by DSmT, which allows the combination of all types of indepen-
dent sources to be represented as belief functions, but it is specifically focused on
the fusion of uncertain, highly conflicting sources of evidence. Moreover, the com-
bination rule of the classical Dempster–Shafer theory can be implemented to fuse
data from two sensors, but it can lead to illogical results in the presence of highly
conflicting evidence. However, researchers in [4] proposed an evidence combination
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rule to provide more realistic results than those offered by the standard Dempster–
Shafer combination rule. In order to perform event detection successfully, in the case
of fusing sensors that do not require preliminary or additional information such as
data distribution or a membership function, rough set theory is suitable [24].

Random sets and Monte Carlo simulation-based techniques: The conditional
random fields technique models the conditional probability of observations for better
class discrimination. A key advantage of CRFs is that they offer the possibility to
include a wide variety of arbitrary nonindependent features of the input [28]. CRFs
have been compared to HMMs for activity recognition. In general, they show better
results thanHMMs [43].However, they needmore computation time, especially if the
low-level features are large. Several solutions have been suggested for optimizing
the training of conditional random fields for event detection such as gradient tree
boosting [13].

Furthermore, the Monte Carlo simulation-based techniques such as sequential
Monte Carlo (SMC) and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) are among the most
powerful approaches to approximating probabilities. Particle filters are a recursive
implementation of the SMC algorithm [19]. They provide an alternative for Kalman
filtering in dealing with non-Gaussian noise and nonlinearity in the system. They
assign weights to the randomly chosen samples (particles) to approximate the prob-
ability density. Particle filters can be used in the framework of event detection to
increase the performance of Bayesian approaches.

Ontologies and logic Based: Ontologies and logic-based event detection
approaches are a tentative solution to performing complex reasoning tasks. The cur-
rent frequently used ontology language is the Ontology Web Language (OWL 2),
which has recently become aW3C recommendation for ontology representation [15].
Therefore, several fuzzy extensions of description logics can be found in the literature
[27], and some fuzzy DL reasoners have been implemented, e.g., fuzzyDL [8] and
Fire [42]. Each reasoner uses its specific fuzzy description logic (DL) language to
model the fuzzy ontologies. Therefore, there is a need for a standard way to represent
such information.

Logic-based approaches that use hidden Markov models, Bayesian networks,
or conditional random fields typically encode only pairwise event constraints, and
therefore, they take time points as primitives of their models. Consequently, many
types of events are fundamentally interval-based and are not accurately modeled in
terms of time points [10].

Hybrid approaches: Hybrid approaches combine components (methods) of com-
plex event detection to gain the advantages of each approach. Some hybrid event
detection approaches, e.g., the hybridization of fuzzy set theory with D-S evidence
theory, have been studied frequently [48].

A combination of fuzzy set theory with rough set theory (FRST), proposed by
Dubois and Prade, is another important theoretical hybridization that has appeared
in the literature [14]. Application of FRST to complex event detection in visual
surveillance systems has not often been investigated, since rough set theory itself is
still not an established data event detection approach under uncertainty.
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4 Answer Set Programming (ASP)

Answer set programming (ASP) [6, 9] is widely used in artificial intelligence (AI0).
It is recognized as a powerful tool for knowledge representation and reasoning, espe-
cially due to its high expressiveness and ability to deal with incomplete knowledge.

ASP programs consist of two major parts: the knowledge base part, in which the
facts are included, and the rules part, which describes how the problem should be
solved. The output of ASP systems is the answer sets (models) that present the pos-
sible solutions of the encoded problem. Figure2 shows the overall steps for solving
problems using ASP.

An ASP program formulated in the language of AnsProlog (also known as
A-Prolog) is a set of rules of the form

a0 ← a1, . . . , am,¬am+1, . . . ,¬an, (1)

where 1 ≤ m ≤ n, and each ai is an atom of some propositional language. Here ¬ai
is a negation-as-failure literal (naf-literal). Given a rule of this form, the left- and
right-hand sides are called head and body, respectively.

A rule may have either an empty head or an empty body, but not both. Rules with
an empty head are called constraints; rules with an empty body are called facts.

Let X be a set of ground atoms in a given ASP program, i.e., all atoms that do
not have free variables; as such, X is the Herbrand base of that ASP program. Then
the body in a rule of the form (1) is satisfied by X if {am+1, . . . , an} ∩ X = φ and
{a1, . . . , am} ⊆ X . A rule with a nonempty head is satisfied by X if either a0 ∈ X or
its body is not satisfied by X . A constraint is satisfied by X if its body is not satisfied
by X .

Many facts from the state of the art [5, 25, 41] made ASP one of the most
powerful knowledge representation paradigms, due to its strong expressive ability to
model and representmany classical problems of knowledge representation. Although
defeasible information cannot simply be represented easily, ASP offers the use of
default negation in the body of rules, which makes it conceivable.

Furthermore, conditions allow for instantiating variables for collections of terms
within a single rule. This is particularly useful for encoding conjunctions or disjunc-
tions over arbitrarily many ground atoms, as well as for the compact representation
of aggregates. Additionally, optimization in ASP is indicated via maximization and
minimization statements that can extend a basic question whose answer set can be
upgraded to an optimal one.

Fig. 2 Problem-solving steps using ASP
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5 Reasoning Process Structure

This section describes the process structure of the proposed approach. It consists of
two major phases: (1) an offline phase for analyzing and windowing the streaming
data, and (2) an online phase to recognize activities using the same windowing
technique.

We exploit the advantages of ASP to optimize extracted features from sensor
streams. The goal of the optimization is to help in assigning weights to the online
sensor streams with respect to their priorities.

Consequently, the concept is to maximize the total combined beliefs of those
candidates (see Fig. 3). To evaluate the overall performance, we apply our approach
to the HBMS dataset. This set consists of data from 22 sensors (switches and motion
sensors).

Each sensor generates binary output only, 1 if it is activated, 0 otherwise. The
dataset is annotated with five activities such as watching TV, going shopping, check-
ing blood pressure, getting a drink, and preparing a meal. None of these activities
occur simultaneously. Due to the binary nature of sensors, context values for these
sensors provide simple events if dishes or cups are taken, devices are turned on or
off. The lab had three virtual rooms (a living room, a kitchen, and a bedroom).

Activities were recorded over 18 days in the HBMS lab. The actors performed
different activities over two hours, distributed over three activity periods per day.

Fig. 3 Process structure of the activity recognition approach
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5.1 Offline Phase

The basic concept of the offline phase is to analyze the dataset based on different
features to find the optimal number of activated sensors. In order to employ efficient
approach, we extracted the following features within two to three days of the given
dataset: (a) the number of activations of each sensor, (b) the duration time of each
sensor activation, (c) the duration time of each activity, (d) the time of performance
of each activity, (e) the number of activated sensors for each activity, and (f) the
location of the sensor.

The analysis is applied using information gain (IG) attribute evaluation [34]. The
results showed that the number of activations for each sensor was the most relevant
attribute.

Consequently, for each activity, we sorted the sensors based on their activation
times and started out by choosing the first three, four, five, and six sensors in the
window as optimal sensors.

Hence, using the support vector machine (SVM) based attribute ranking approach
[16], we chose the window whose optimal number of sensors delivered the highest
rank.

5.2 Online Phase

After the optimal sensors for each activity have been determined, the sensor data is
collected in a window until the optimal sensors of one activity are activated (thus, the
provided dynamic window size avoids the previously mentioned disadvantages). As
soon as this happens, the following three steps are applied: (a) assignment of priority
levels to each optimal sensors, (b) adjustment of sensors’ belief, and (c) evidence
combination of optimal sensors’ beliefs.

5.2.1 ASP Optimization to Assign Priority Levels to Sensors

The assignment of priority levels is calculated based on three different features,
which are categorized as follows: (1) the number of activations of each optimal
sensor (which is the result of the offline phase); (2) the cost value, which is the
performance of the measurement for each optimal sensor; (3) the sensor activation
time. Consequently, sensors are represented in our knowledge base as follows:

sensor(Id).

sensor_time(SensorId,Time).

hist_importance(SensorId,ImportanceValue).

cost(SensorId,CostValue).

timing(SensorId,Duration).
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user_current_time(Time).

The cost value (costValue) per optimal sensor is calculated as 1 − CV , where
the confidence value (CV) is the performance of the measurement for each optimal
sensor. The importance value (hist_imprtance) is defined as the number of
activations of each optimal sensor in the current window divided by the total number
of activations. See Eqs. 2 and 3, where N is the total number of optimal sensors in
the window, i is the index of the sensor in the window, All Act is the sum of all
activations in the window, and sk is the current sensor:

hist_importance(sk) = 1

All Act

N∑

i=1

f (ski ) (2)

f (ski ) =
{
1, if sk is ON ,

0, if sk is OFF.
(3)

Timing is considered with respect to the firing time of each optimal sensor. This
feature is specified in the offline phase. Based on this, an optimization problem is to
be solved using ASP and considering our three priority factors (in ascending order),
identified by @:

1. maximize[sensor(X): hist_importance (X,Y)=Y @3].

2. minimize[sensor(X): cost (X,Y):

hist_importance (X,Z)=Y/Z @1].

3. maximize{sensor(X): timing (X,Y)=Y @2}.

Lines 1–3 contribute to optimization statements in descending order of
significance. The optimization statement (line 1) gives the first priority to
hist_importance, which should be maximized. Line 2 serves to minimize the
cost of each optimal sensor, which has the last priority. Line 3 states that timing is
our second priority, which should be maximized. The statements maximize and
minimize are predefined optimization statements that are provided by ASP.

5.2.2 The Adjustment of Sensor Belief

After reading sensor data in the window, each sensor defines its belief (propagates)
across the context values for the sensor via a mass function. The adjustment of
sensors’ belief is considered with respect to sensors’ priority, which results from the
sensor occurrence sequence in the answer set. Consequently, evidence propagation
from context values is achieved using compatibility relations and evidential mapping
[26, 29].
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For illustration, at time t , the sensor mass functions produce “GetDrink,” where
θ is the frame of discernment:

{FridgeUsed = 1, not FridgeUsed = 0} →
{GetDrink = 1, notGetDrink = 0},
{CupUsed = 0, notCupUsed = 1} →
{GetDrink = 0, notGetDrink = 0.8, θ = 0.2}

“Prepare a meal,” where θ is the frame of discernment:

{FridgeUsed = 1, not FridgeNotUsed = 0} →
{Prepareameal = 1not Prepareameal = 0},
{MicrowaveUsed = 1, MicroUsed = 0} →
{Prepareameal = 0.2, not Prepareameal = 0, θ = 0.8}
{PlateUsed = 1, not PlatesUsed = 0} →
{Prepareameal = 1, not Prepareameal = 0},
{GroceriesUsed = 0, notGroceriesUsed = 1} →
{Prepareameal = 1, not Prepareameal = 0}

After setting the priorities for each sensor, Eq.4 is used to adjust the belief of each
optimal sensor, where W is the weight of the sensor, Pr is the priority of the sensor,
si is the current sensor, and Mu is the number of optimal sensors.

For example, in case of Mu = 5, the weights will be assigned as follows: the
sensor with first priority will be weighted by 1, the sensor with second priority will
be weighted by 0.80, the third by 0.60, the fourth by 0.40, and the fifth by 0.2:

W (si ) = ((Mu − Pr(si )) + 1)

Mu
. (4)

5.2.3 Evidence Combination

Dempster–Shafer theory can effectively represent uncertain and imprecise informa-
tion. It has been widely used in the field of information fusion. But in multimodal
sensor networks, there are often conflicting sensor reports due to the interference of
the natural environment or other reasons.

It has been proven that classical Dempster–Shafer evidence theory cannot deal
with the integration of conflict information effectively. If Dempster’s combination
rule is used directly to integrate evidence, with such conflicting cases, the results do
not reflect reality.Many improvedmethods have been proposed to combine evidence.

As an example, Ali et al. [4] proposed a combination method by complementing
the multiplicative strategy by an additional strategy. This method shows promising
results for evidence combinations in comparison to other existing approaches.

The major components of evidence theory proposed by Dempster–Shafer are the
frame of discernment θ and the basic probability assignment (BPA). The frame of
discernment θ is the power set of the set of all possiblemutually exclusive hypotheses
(atmost one ofwhich is true), i.e., in our case, the set of all possible events (in the sense
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of operation sequences). BPA is a function m : 2θ → [0, 1] related to a proposition
satisfying conditions (1) and (2) [38] (see Eqs. 5 and 6):

m(φ) = 0, (5)

∑

A∈θ

m(A) = 1. (6)

Here, A is any element of the frame of discernment, and φ refers to the empty
set. Consequently, the whole body of evidence of one sensor is the set of all basic
probability assignments greater than 0 under one frame of discernment.

The combination of multiple evidence defined in the same frame of discernment
is a combination of the confidence level values based on the basic probability assign-
ments (BPA). If there are two sensors, where each sensor has its body of evidence
ms1 and ms2, these bodies of evidence are the corresponding BPA functions of the
frame of discernment.

We have used the combination rule proposed by [4], since it provides more real-
istic results than the standard Dempster–Shafer rule when conflicting evidence from
multiple sources is combined. Equation7 shows how to calculate the combined prob-
ability assignment function:

ms1 ⊕ ms1(e) = 1 − (1 − ms1(e)) ∗ (1 − ms2(e))

1 + (1 − ms1(e)) ∗ (1 − ms2(e))
. (7)

Equation7 is used to combine all the beliefs of optimal sensors to maximize the
occurrence of the best activity candidates, where m is the mass function, and e is the
evidence.

6 Results Obtained

From the HBMS dataset, we extracted a subset consisting of 10-day observations
including all five activities to determine the inference during the offline phase. The
online phase was applied using the data from the other eight days. The proposed
windowing technique was performed in both phases. In other words, the data is
divided into 70% for training and 30% for testing.

Table1 shows the results of our experiments with respect to accuracy and
F-measure. Clearly, our overall accuracy is (96.76). Figure4 shows the overall activ-
ity distribution in the dataset.

In order tomeasure the runtime behavior of the answer set programming approach,
we performed several tests on an embedded platform: A pITX-SP2 1.6 plus board
manufactured by Kontron. It was equipped with a 1.6-GHz Atom Z530 and 2 GB

2See http://www.kontron.de/.

http://www.kontron.de/
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Table 1 Overall performance C1: watch TV; C2: go shopping; C3: Check blood pressure; C4: get
a drink; C5: prepare a meal

Class Accuracy (%) F-Measure (%)

C1 100 1

C2 95.4 0.94

C3 96.9 0.94

C4 91.3 0.89

C5 100 0.96

Fig. 4 Overall activity
distribution as a percentage

RAM. For the evaluation, Clingo3 was used as a solver for ASP. The average time
to detect a complex event was 0.4 s.

7 Uncertainty Handling

Our approach convincingly shows that (a) it does not face the problem of the tradi-
tional Bayes’s theorem for assigning the right priority probabilities, (b) it can respond
in real time and run on embedded platforms, (c) it uses an evidence combination rule
that can lead in the presence of highly convicting evidence to logical results, (d) ASP
is an appropriate approach to dealing with incomplete knowledge and thus uncer-
tainty. Little research has been proposed into the use of answer set programming
(ASP) for reasoning under uncertainty in AAL environments.

The proposed approach can be used for any purposes simply by adjusting the
knowledge base to the new context. This adjustment is not difficult, since only the
facts have to be adapted but not the rules. ASP supports a number of arithmetic
functions that are evaluated during grounding. Therefore, themajor reasoning-under-
uncertainty approaches can be implemented in ASP.

3See http://potassco.sourceforge.net/.

http://potassco.sourceforge.net/
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Also, different optimization problems have the same formulations to be repre-
sented as logic programs. Therefore, ASP provides this possibility using maximize
and minimize statements. Additionally, the intuitive semantics of ASP programs
avoid the complex representation of optimization problems that are based on other
standard approaches, for instance simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, and artifi-
cial neural networks. Moreover, the syntax of logic programs offers the possibility of
fast implementation of different complex problems thatmight be difficult to represent
in any other form.

Furthermore, constraints play an important role in ASP, because adding a con-
straint to a logic programP affects the collection of stablemodels of P in a very simple
way. It eliminates the stable models that violate the constraint. This feature can be
applied to activity recognition by the definition of the constraints in the environment.

8 Conclusion

Activity recognition requires a detailed analysis and understanding of the domain
in which the activities to be recognized occur. Within the scope of this chapter we
have shown that combining logic programming (ASP) and Dempster–Shafer the-
ory is a solid basis for implementing a powerful tool to detect complex activities.
In particular, the ASP paradigm proved to be suitable for activity recognition sys-
tems due to its inherent knowledge representation and optimization capabilities. In
addition, we were able to improve our technique’s accuracy by assigning weights to
sensor events with respect to different spatial and temporal features. Altogether, this
concept allowed us to come up with a methodology that improves the handling of
uncertainty. With respect to other approaches, a disadvantage of the one presented
here is the fact that it needs previously collected knowledge about users and sen-
sors. This chapter is mainly concerned with the development of effective activity
recognition systems for complex event detection under uncertainty. It discusses the
consideration of uncertainty in the framework of complex event detection involv-
ing multiple sensors. Moreover, we addressed diverse state-of-the-art approaches for
complex event detection, the advantages and disadvantages of each technique, and
a comprehensive evaluation about the performance of the methodologies for han-
dling uncertainty. In our future work, we will test the proposed reasoning approach
using other international datasets and increase the number of activities to be able to
compare the proposed approach with other state-of-the-art approaches.

Acknowledgements This work was funded the by Klaus Tschira Stiftung GmbH, Heidelberg
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